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A new dating of the coins of al-Mas'ud al-Khwarizmi was
recently proposed by Alexander Akin (ONS-1\:e\\skner 160) with
an illustration following in the next issue. Venetia Porta. who
published the coins of the Aurel Stein collection. identified the
Mas'ud al-Khwarizmi mentioned on the coins with iv1as'ud ibn
i\lahmOd Yalawach the Moncol covemor of Transoxiana durinc
the 'second hal f of the 71h/131h~cen~ury. who died in 688/1289 (cP~
Bosworth). The oven\helming bulk of Mas'ud's coins from the
mint of Kashghar is characterised by rather blundaed inscriptions.
The marginal legends. in particular. are usually badly engraved and
hard to deciph~r. Tobias Mayer's Tubingen Sylloge. entry no. 542
566. exhibits the whole range in the different stages 01'

deterioration of the design.
Venetia Porter reads a part of the date as 68:\ h.. i\'layer

proposes the reading of the date on the obverse of one of the coins
as (6 )6x h., although with a question mark. Whereas the central
legends are well read by Tobias Mayer. Akin rejects Mayer's
reading for the reverse centre suggesting a new reading for the tirst
line (~abib (J ';am or am'ir) as well as for the reverse margin. The
ohverse margin remains undeciphered. Akin attempted to read the
date of the coins on the basis of "over a dozen" coins of a large
group as 650 h. (cp. Album, no. 1975). Probably the best readable
specimen is illustrated in ONS Ne\vsletter 161. The actual date of
the coins, however, is still the subject of some dispute. Some years
ago the present author had the chance to examine a large parcel of
a hoard of Mas'ud al-Khwarizm'f coins comprising about 2,000
items. This portion was possibly drawn from the same original
source as the part Akin saw. Most of them were in the usual
blundered style too, like the ones illustrated in the Sylloge. But a
tt:w of them had a very neat, distinct style of calligraphy (no. I)

which is not n:presented in the Sylloge: KCiti in the centres. an
elegant variant of Naskh'f in the margins. These coins may have
stood at the beginning of the series. They clearly confirm Mayer's
proposed reading of the reverse centre:

Ohverse:

Re\erse:
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struck on 'Ize order o/Mas Tid al-f.:.Jnl'(lri=m'i



On the coin of neat style illustrated (no. I) - the only example I
saw of. this particular style with recognisable margins - the
mint/date fonnula is on the obverse and the Koranic inscription
on the reverse margin. For most of the still clearly readable coins
of better style (no. 2-6), however, the mint/date fonnula is on the
reverse and the Koranic verse on the obverse. This seems to be
the correct order of the inscriptions because the reverse marginal
legend is nothing more than a continuation of the central
inscription: On the obverse: religious texts; on the reverse: the
issuer, mint and date. The distribution of the legends on coin no. I
may just be an exception. The reverse margin could be
reconstructed on the specimens examined as follows:

What the first grapheme means is not clear. It could be a
blundered MulJammad, soml: unreadable name or a Tamgha,
similar to 'the one frequently found on Chaghatay coins (see
below the coin of 675 h.). Most likely it is a misunderstood
amalgam of nasr min allah and rasil(1) al/ah.

The photo in ONS-Newslettcr 161 shows what Akin
obviously misinterpreted as khamsfn in order to date the type
into the year 650 h.. It can be proved that what he read as fifty is
in fact a part of the word shuhur. The reading starts on the right
side: (... kii)shghar (it shu)hi7(r. ..). The misinterpretation is due
to the curiously formed hii' and its connedion to the following
waw. Compare the drawing:

~~.J LJ~~ .)~ ~ ~tSo~ ~

In the city ofKiishghar in the months ofthe year 660
On some specimens, where the legend is only partially visible. the
shuhur (months) looks, rather like a sab 'un (seventy). because the
character ha' is sometimes fonned in a rather curious way. The
whole phrase was composed by someone who was unfamiliar
with Arab grammar and with the usual coin fonnulae. From a
grammatical point of view the word sixty should be in the second
case: sittfn and not sWiin as on the coins.The reconstructed
legend on the obverse. except no.4, is a phrase from Koran LXI,
verse 13:

~}JI A.J ~.;i~ .J -ill\ ~~
Help from Allah and victory is near and bring good news to the

believers

And what Tobias Meyer interpreted on' the obverse of
Sylloge. no. 542. as (6)6:\. (?) can be read ,.... ith the knowledge of
the whole phrase as: (... qar)ib wa-bashshir ( ... ).

The next type represented in the hoard is also the next in
the sequence of Kashghar. It is the terminal type of the parcel
examined and comprised about a fifth of the whole. It is
represented in the Sylloge only with one specimen (no. 567).
Because the marginal inscriptions are not fully documented in
the literature. they are provided here. It can be reconstructed as
follows:

According to the inscription, the type was issued in Kashghar in Mul:tarram
675/June-July 1275. It is again a frozen date probably used during an uncertain
period after 675/1275. I would suggest that the side with the S-shaped Tamgha
is the obverse because the marginal phrase starts here. I have not yet been able
to read or interpret the central legend or symbols of the reverse.

Both dates 660/1261-2 and Mul:tarram 675/June-July 1275 leave a period
of about fifteen years for the production of the 660-series and its blundered
derivatives. For two coins of the 675-type I recorded an overstrike on the 660
type. Moreover, the 675-type underwent a period of deterioration both in fabric
as in engraving, for which examples were well represented in the hoard. That
means that the hoard was buried probably several years after 675/i275.

The following coins are a selection of the most readable obverse/reverse
margins of the 660-type from the parcel mentioned. They are now located in a
private collection in Berlin. There were more coins with partially readable
margins which all confirm the above proposed reading. In order to support the
eye in recognising the inscriptions a transcription of what is visible on the coins
iIIustr~ted is given. The illustrations are double size.

No.1, (3.66 g: 29 mm: 4h):
Obverse: (...k)ashghar (fi) shullli(r. .. ). Reverse: na~'r (... )fot/1
qar(Tb... )

y..:tS o~ rA..J.li\ \~ y~
:i.,j~.J~~~f'~~

obverse:
reverse:

13
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No.4 belongs. according to its obverse. to the group of
specimens of deteriorating style, because in the obverse central
legend the lam of rasiil is missing. The same holds true
obviously for the margin. The margin repeats three times the
phrase:



No.2. (6.18 g: 29 mm: 1h):
Obverse: nw;;r ( ... ) bashshir a/-mil 'minfn. Reverse: fi ba/dar
kiish(ghar. .. )
No.3. (5.46 g: 30 mm; 12h):
Obverse: f7a$" min allah wa 'I fatfl qar(Tb ... ). Reverse: beginning
at 8h:
fi bald(at) k(iishghar)fi sh/lhzlr sana(t sittun) wa-sittumi 'a
No.4. (6.84 g: 32 mm: JOh):
Obvase legend see above. Reverse: ( ... ba)ldar kash(ghar fj

shuhur) sanar sitt/in ( ... )
No.5. (6.26 g: 20 mm: J h):
Obverse: ( ... ). Rewrsc: fi (... shu)/lIlr ( ... ) sittlln wa-sittumi 'a
No.6. (-1-.66 g: 30 mm: Jh):
Obwrse: na,'ir mill allah wa 'Ifarb qar(Tb ..,). Revasc:ji baldar
kiishgh(ar. .. ) sitt/in wa-sittllmi 'a
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